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Abstract. Behavior based action selection is utilized for agents residing in 

complex and unpredictable virtual worlds. The techniques based on reactive 

planning, where rules are organized into a hierarchy where single plans consist 

of if-then rules ordered by priority, are popular not only for their simplistic 

design but also for the possibilities they provide in modeling believable 

behaving agents. In this paper we propose simple and easy to integrate 

enhancements for the if-then rule based behavior models, providing the 

designer with more possibilities to control the designed behavior and to 

overcome the by us observed limitations of the basic reactive planning concept. 

The result is an improved formalism for reactive rules, which could be utilized 

for more believable behavior modeling. The proposed concept upgrades are 

designed to be backward compatible with the basic concept. 

Keywords: If-Then Rules, Reactive Planning, Behavioral Tree, Virtual Agents, 

Believable Behavior 

1   Introduction 

Virtual agents are becoming very popular in both academic and industrial domain, 

used in computer simulations and various applications. Thanks to the growing 

processing power of commonly available computer equipment, they also became 

appealing for general public, most notably in computer games [1], interactive worlds 

and education in the field of artificial intelligence [2]. 

The application of virtual agent’s range from movie industry, computer games, and 

academic studies [3], trough virtual storytelling [4] to military simulations [5, 6] and 

civilian applications [7].  

A virtual agent can be viewed as an autonomous system that processes the percepts 

from the environment it inhabits (virtual world) and takes actions satisfying a goal or 

following a task [8], given by the designer or acquired by the agent himself - from 

other agents, from the environment or from a perception of the world. The agent can 

be put into a dynamic and unpredictable environment, thus making it more difficult to 

achieve its goals in timely and believable fashion. A virtual agent might be equipped 

with a virtual body, allowing interaction with the environment in a more realistic way. 

Most researchers now agree, that intelligence is a manifestation of behavior [9]. 

Systems that use behavior to model intelligence are known as Behavior-based 



Systems (BBS) [10]. The idea of BBS is based in ethology [11] – a branch of biology 

that studies animal behavior patterns. 

The main concern in virtual agent research and application is to mimic intelligence 

by behaving in a believable fashion, focusing on visualization and action selection. 

The aspect of proper visualization gives the agent and its virtual world a more 

believable look, where selecting adequate actions in a timely fashion gives the feel of 

intelligence. The idea of intelligence manifested trough behavior requires from the 

agent to provide acceptable behavior. An agent that bumps ten times into a wall or 

takes minutes to decide its next action can be considered inadequate for most 

applications when observed in real-time (games, online simulations etc.).  

The purpose of this paper is to propose improvements for the broadly adopted 

techniques of reactive planning. We propose a set of changes to the formalism of 

reactive rules that are the building block of reactive plans. Our improvements are 

aimed at improving the believability of the agent’s behavior. The improvements have 

been implemented into a simple prototype. We intend to create a more detailed 

implementation within a complex virtual world. 

Section 2 describes our motivation. Section 3 describes the techniques of reactive 

planning in further detail. Section 4 introduces our improvements to the reactive rules. 

Section 5 reviews other approaches related to our proposal. Section 6 contains the 

conclusion and intended future work. 

2   Motivation 

The Pogamut platform [13], which is under heavy development at our laboratory [14], 

gains in popularity not only in the educational process, but also in fan and even 

academic based [15] development of believable non player characters (NPC's) also 

known as bots, virtual characters (VC) or agents. The usage of reactive planning is 

popular thanks to the simplicity of the overall approach providing a strong and 

versatile tool in the creation of a believable and agile agent. 

Our main motivation is to provide the users of these techniques with a better 

tool, but keeping true to the basic principles of reactive planning, thus making the 

resulting NPCs even better and more fun to play with/against. 

The need to keep the overall concept as simple as possible, providing tricks and 

hacks with backward compatiblity is essential because Pogamut in conjunction with 

reactive planning is an important topic for students who try to dive into the topic of 

artificial intelligence and virtual characters. 

The tricks and hacks presented in this paper should essentially provide more 

control over the agent’s resulting behavior, possibly leading to more believable 

behavior. It is important to realize, that the resulting behaviour is largerly the result of 

proper application of the basic techniques with the proposed hacks and tricks to 

augment the agent. 



3   Reactive planning in detail 

Reactive planning [16] denotes a set of techniques for action selection mechanism 

(ASM) used to handle autonomous agents, residing in unpredictable and dynamic 

(virtual) environment. Reactive planning exploits the idea of reactive plans, which 

consist of condition-action rules.  

A condition-action, also known as if-then rule, has a simple form  

if condition then action 

representing a simple concept – if condition holds then perform action. Action 

selection mechanism (ASM) evaluates these rules at every given opportunity 

(periodically) choosing next one to be performed. This can be viewed as choosing the 

next step. The checks might be performed at strict time intervals – ticks, or after the 

currently executing action ends (various actions might take various amounts of engine 

ticks). 

In a reactive plan, the condition-action rules can be ordered by their priority. A 

rule is chosen for execution based upon its priority and the holding condition, 

maximizing the priority. Every action can be either external (influencing the world or 

physical appearance of the agent) or internal (influencing the agent’s mind).A rule 

that is chosen for execution is called active or executing. Rules with holding 

conditions are called preactive and all others are inactive. Rules, which were active 

but are surpassed by higher priority rules, are called suspended. 

Plans can be organized into hierarchies – a behavioral tree (be-tree) [17]. The root 

of the be-tree is a Top-Level goal - “do exist”. The nodes in the be-tree are reactive 

plans and the leafs represent action primitives – atomic actions, action sequences, 

sequences of action primitives, etc.  

The if-then rule can be formalized as a triplet - {prio, cond, exec}.  

 prio denotes the priority of the rule in the containing reactive plan 

 cond is the boolean-based condition, also called a releaser 

 exec is the performed action 

The concept of reactive planning is designer dependant – the AI designer creates 

the reactive plans and aligns them into the hierarchy that forms the NPC’s brain. The 

plan’s structure does not change during the agent’s runtime, remaining static. 

3.1   Action selection mechanism (ASM) 

The idea of the ASM is to recursively follow the be-tree structure until a leaf is 

reached. The algorithm chooses the highest priority rule with a holding condition and 

follows it if possible. The rule is either a reactive plan (the algorithm steps down in 

the be-tree structure) or action primitive (and results in executing an atomic action). 

When the newly chosen leaf (action primitive) differs from the previously executed 

one, the previous one is suspended or forced to fail. The situation, where no rule can 

be chosen, can be handled differently, depends on the implementation of the 

algorithm. When choosing amongst two or more rules with the same priority, the 

choice is random. 



4   Reactive rules updated 

We introduced the already well known and commonly used concept of reactive 

planning. In this section, we present our variation to the structure of the rules, which 

we believe, might provide practical benefits when applied. First we introduce the by 

us observed problems with the hierarchical variant of reactive planning – with the 

basic-simple ASM presented above. 

The observed problems of reactive planning can be summarized into five categories: 

 interrupting 

 condition fault 

 delaying rule activation 

 failure & success  

 random rule selection 

4.1   Interrupting – behavior consistency 

Humans often abstract and view behavior as something more complex than just 

simple atomic actions, perceiving sequences of actions that have to follow distinct 

order and keep consistency. Interrupting consistent behavior patterns can be viewed 

as a disorder. 
We need to take constrains of the virtual world into account. Some action 

sequences are demanded to be uninterrupted and consistent, to keep the visualization 

or environment of the virtual world intact. 

The interrupting can pose a serious problem for the ASM. When demanding longer 

sequences to be consistent and the environment is dynamic enough to provide input 

for ASM to interrupt those sequences, without modification, behavior consistency 

cannot be (easily) guaranteed. 

More complex behaviors may not be possible to boil down to single atomic 

actions. When introducing more complex action structures, like action sequences or 

action loops, it can be desirable for some of these structures, to be uninterruptible – 

interrupt-safe.  

We propose an interrupt-safe flag for the rules. The rules having the flag cannot be 

replaced/surpassed by a higher priority rule chosen by the ASM. An interrupt-safe 

rule stays active until finished, or is not interrupt-safe anymore. The flag can be 

understood as an override for condition checks and action selection, allowing the rule 

to execute unhindered. The interrupt-flag is therefore a tool to let sequences of 

multiple actions appear atomic1. 

The example shown in Table 1 is designed based on behavior of computer game 

players. Running around in the virtual world of an action game being low on 

ammunition in a weapon is risky. Encountering an enemy with almost no ammunition 

can lead to reloading in mid-battle conditions, which is the worst possible scenario. 

Reloading regularly, when no enemy is around and when low on ammunition, is 

common, even when potentially dangerous - an enemy could catch upon you while 

                                                           
1 “Atomic like sequences” are atomic from the execution style point of view, still taking 

multiple cycles to perform. Atomic actions take only one cycle to perform 



reloading. When the enemy is sighted even while reloading, the reloading has to be 

finished and then the enemy can be engaged. 

Table 1.  Early reload behavior – the snippet of a reactive plan used by an simple agent in a first 

person shooter. 

Priority Condition Action 

4 No ammo drop( current magazine ) 

take( full magazine ) 

reload 

3 See ( enemy ) shoot( enemy ) 

2 Low on ammo store( current magazine ) 

take( full magazine ) 

reload 

 

The main problem in this scenario is to delay shooting an empty weapon when an 

enemy is sighted during low-on-ammo reloading. Therefore, the reload-when-low-on-

ammo action sequence can be flagged interrupt-safe. The agent will finish reloading 

the weapon and after that, having the enemy still in sight, start shooting. We call this 

behavior consistency – the agent behaves more consistent in its behavior patterns, not 

switching wildly between rules. 

With responsiveness of the agent in mind, the interrupt-safe action sequences have 

to be as short as possible, to prevent the agent from being stuck in long interrupt-safe 

sequences, missing out on the world. 

When large sequences of atomic actions are used, marking the whole sequence can 

be considered futile or undesired. We propose introducing the interrupt-safe flag not 

to the action sequences (or other action primitive containing more than one atomic 

action) as a whole, but as a boolean flag for atomic actions (within the action 

primitive) - creating interrupt safe zones within. 

Table 2.  A sequence with a interrupt safe flag used for atomic actions creating interrupt safe 

zones. 

Priority Condition Action Interrupt safe flag 

1 true a1 

a2 

a3 

a4 

0 

1 

1 

0 

 

There is a sequence of six actions {a1, a2, a3, a4} presented in Table 2. The 

interrupt safe zone starts at action a2 and stops at action. Employing the concept of 

interrupt-safe zones can render large action sequences more adaptable, allowing 

a better structured design of longer sequences. The interrupt-safe trait propagates 

upwards trough the entire be-tree, meaning when a child node is considered interrupt-

safe, its parent is interrupt-safe as a consequence.  

It can be argued that the behavior shown in Table 1 can be better expressed, 

introducing more complex releaser configuration not needing the interrupt-safe flag at 



all. It is computationally cheaper to use a boolean flag than a complicated rules (i.e. 

releaser) configuration. .Mimicking interrupt-safe zones behavior employing only 

releasers for rules can be considered an unmanageable task for the AI designer to 

handle.  

4.2   Condition fault 

A condition fault is a situation, where the condition of the rule ceases to hold in mid-

execution of an associated action sequence, either by external or internal (by the 

sequence itself) causes. Plain ASM will not continue executing the action, not 

considering it in the search of a candidate for the active rule. The condition fault will 

not occur when only single atomic actions are employed. 
This represents a significant problem, when action sequences disrupt their own 

condition, rendering it false, ceasing their execution before they finish (i.e. they will 

“never” finish, always corrupting the condition). 

Let us consider a simple rule shown in Table 3 in a reactive plan of a virtual 

character representing a dog. 

Table 3.  A rule in a reactive plan that will cause a “condition fault” 

Priority Condition Action sequence 

1 Next to(meat) Smile, Eat, Bark 

 

When the dog eats a piece of meat the dog stands next to, the condition will cease 

to hold in the next iteration (because the meat has been eaten, and the dog stands next 

to nothing) and the last action – bark – is never executed. The rule itself “breaks” its 

own condition – corrupting its own context. The condition could fail due to events in 

the virtual world (someone eats the piece of meat before the dog does), leading the 

“eat” action eventually to fail. The bottom line is the question: What will happen with 

the rule when the condition is evaluated false in mid-execution of an action sequence, 

reactive plan or an execution vehicle that takes more than a single atomic action to 

finish? 

In ABL language [18], two conditions/releasers are used to cope with this 

problem - precondition and context condition. The precondition, when satisfied, puts 

the rule into an active state. It is a releaser in a more literal sense. The context 

condition has to be evaluated true during the execution of the rule’s actions. During 

execution, the precondition releaser is not taken into account. When the context 

condition fails, the rules execution is stopped – it fails. 

We propose a different approach, where a rule can be marked as releaser-safe. 

When marked and its condition fails to hold, it is ignored by the ASM and the releaser 

is considered “true”.  The mark of a releaser-safe rule acts as an override – even when 

a condition fail occurs, the failed condition (evaluated false) is ignored and considered 

“true”. This can be implemented either by a special flag similar to the interrupt-safe 

flag or simply by adding (temporarily) an “OR true” to the condition’s logical 

formula, rendering it always true when evaluated. 



It is noteworthy to say, that the releaser-safe trait serves as an override only when 

the rule is in execution and its condition fails. The releaser-safe flag does not provide 

an override for a not holding condition for a not executing rule. 

The concept used in ABL language is more powerful then the releaser-safe flag, 

providing a better but more complex tool. Our approach is less computationally 

demanding, providing a faster option for a speed oriented design. 

4.3   Delayed rule activation 

Delayed rules are a problem tightly bound to the interrupting issue presented earlier. 

Rules of higher priority that have a holding condition should be chosen by the ASM, 

but they cannot, because of an executing rule with consistent behavior (interrupt-

safe). It can be deemed necessary to put such rule to execution anyway, possibly later. 

Based on this assumption, the rule has to be delayed and considered by the ASM later, 

even when the condition of the delayed rule ceased holding (it held in the past). 

Compensating this problem can lead to more believable behavior, keeping the rule 

execution in a more consistent appearance – rules will execute, with a short, hardly 

noticeable delay. 
Let us consider a rule R1 to be interrupt-safe and executing an action sequence 

{a1, a2, a3, a4, a5}. A higher priority rule R2 gets active during the execution of the 

R1 action sequence. After the action sequence finishes and allows other rules to be 

active and executed, the condition for R2 does not hold anymore. It might be 

desirable that R2, when its releaser holds, is performed (even when a little bit later).  

It could be a response to some high priority event – seeing an enemy. We know 

that the interrupt-safe sequence of R1 is short, but the conditions in the virtual world 

that lead to the activation of R2 could change rapidly – the enemy hid behind an 

object. 

We need for the R2 rule to be delayed, to stay in the preactive state, until it can be 

executed or considered a candidate by the ASM. Therefore we introduce a sticky-rule 

flag to mark rules activation of which has to be delayed if they cannot be executed for 

some reason at the present time.  

The basic idea is that the rules, when activated, become “sticky” and even when 

the condition does not hold anymore, they are considered as a choice for the ASM at a 

later point. Eventually this could lead to a lot of pending low priority rules executed 

long after their releaser held. Therefore, validity of sticky-rule flag should be limited 

by a timeout. 

This concept can be viewed as a simple memory, where information about delayed 

execution during longer interrupt safe executions, is stored. 

4.4   Fail & Success 

The issue of fail and success can be divided into two categories – reactive plan event 

and reactive rule event. The reactive plans can fail or succeed only by executing an 

explicit atomic action (i.e. fail/success action) and the plan fails/succeeds as a whole. 

The reactive rule, on the other hand, can fail due to various reasons – the contained 



action primitive has failed (e.g. when an atomic action within an action sequence 

could not finish) or the condition of the rule failed and the rule was not marked as 

releaser-safe.  

The issue of fail and success within the hierarchy of reactive plans raises two 

questions: 

1. How many times can they occur? 

2. How to propagate fail and success event? 

The first question originates from a simple scenario, when the ASM does not 

recognize a repeating faulty behavior of an agent, e.g. the agent stands in front of a 

locked door trying to open it repeatedly. This renders the agents behavior less 

believable. 

The second question originates from the need to deliver the event of fail/success 

further upward in the hierarchy of plans, e.g. the agent fails an important plan deeper 

in the hierarchy and it requires to render the whole subtree (rooted upwards) to fail. 

How many times to fail/succeed?  

Let us consider the simple example presented earlier, where the agent opens a door in 

front of him. The door is locked, so the action fails. The agent’s door-open rule has a 

high priority and therefore, even when lower priority rules can be active, the agent 

retries the door-open rule failing multiple times. 
To overcome this, we propose a finite amount of fails/successes to be specified for 

a rule and after using them up, the rule will be disabled until the plan is reset. We 

propose to monitor the amount of events by an integer counter – fail/success counter. 

A disabled rule is excluded from the ASM on the current plan. A similar approach 

was already presented in the extended POSH architecture [19]. 

There is the issue of resetting the rules/plans – we need to distinct a hard reset and 

a soft reset. The hard reset resets the fail/success counters that keep track of how 

many times the rule actually had failed/succeeded. The soft reset only resets the rule 

(e.g. resets the counters of a loop action sequence back to 0), keeping the fail/success 

counters intact. 

The hard reset is invoked when the rule is forcefully aborted “from above” (in the 

hierarchy of plans, i.e. an above plan stops to execute – succeeds or fails), where the 

soft reset is invoked when the rule fails on its own. A condition fault induces a forced 

fail, which is considered to be “from above”. 

To summarize the reset of rules – when either finished or terminated in mid 

execution (e.g. action sequences, reactive plans etc.), the rules and the part of the 

hierarchy beneath the point of reset have to return to a state from which they can be 

executed again – i.e. reset. A hard reset differs from the soft reset in that it returns 

fail/success counters to their default value. 

How to propagate failure/success?  

A fail/success of a plan or rule can happen at any level and in any branch of the 

hierarchy, raising the question, “How to deal with it?“. As seen in Fig. 1, the event 

has to propagate to the parent of the source, to report what has happened and to the 

children plans, to either abort or fail them. The children plans are either the active 

plan or some of the suspended plans that are rooted under the plans rules. 



 

Fig.  1. The propagation of a failure event - the event is propagated upward and downward. 

Downward - to abort the suspended branches and fail the executing branch (if such exists). 

Upward - reporting this event to the above plan (in the hierarchy - a parent) 

The issue of proper propagation can be seen from the upward and downward point 

of view. The upward direction presents a problem of “how far to go”. Sometimes, “up 

to the top” approach may be required. In other cases, only a one or two levels up 

propagation is necessary. For the upward propagation we propose to use an integer 

counter for the propagating fail that indicates how far an event has to be reported. An 

additional compensation counter can be introduced into the plan structure, 

representing how much (having the default value set to 1) to subtract from the 

propagating of an event counter. 

At every level of the hierarchy the event passes, the counter is decreased by the 

compensation counter and stops at the level where it reaches zero (or less). As the 

event propagates upward, it passes levels within the hierarchy until it reaches the root. 

Within those levels, two kinds of rules can be encountered – the suspended rules and 

at most one active rule. Under those rules, action primitives or reactive plans are 

rooted.  

In the case of a suspended rule, we abort the rule – the post-execution 

responsibilities (like cleaning up objects etc.) are taken over by the origin of the 

forced abort. The suspended rule is not given any execution time, it is simply 

pronounced as finished. The active rule is forced to fail, but providing execution time 

to deal with it. Therefore, when the propagation of an event reaches a level, where an 

active rule is present, the propagation continues first in the downward direction until 

the whole active branch can be pronounced as failed (i.e. finished). After all rules 

within a level are failed or aborted, the propagation can continue upwards (until the 

counter reaches zero or less). 

4.5   Random rule selection 

The random choice mechanism for rules with equal priorities can be insufficient. In 

some cases, a designer could prefer some rules based on their significance. When 

multiple rules of the same priority are a candidate to be active, a winner is chosen 

from their ranks based upon unbiased random selection. How unbiased random 



selection can result in less believable behavior is shown on a simple dog based 

example in Table 4.  
The dogs tend to run around and bark. He does not choose these actions on an 

equal basis, but prefers to run around a lot, occasionally barking. When unbiased 

random rule selection is employed, this renders a minor but recognizable drawback. 

Table 4.  A snippet of reactive plan for a simple virtual dog character, which only barks and 

runs around 

Priority Releaser Action 

0 True Bark 

0 True Random run 

 

We propose to expand the priority by adding weight of rules to the concept. 

Table 5.  A snippet of reactive plan for a extended virtual dog character, which barks and runs 

around on a unbiased basis 

Priority Weight Releaser Action 

0 20 True Bark 

0 60 True Random run 

 

A rule should be chosen based upon its weight amongst the equal priority 

candidates. Rules shown in Table 5 have their weight set. The “Random run” rule has 

a weight of 60 and the “Bark” rule has a weight of 20. When both are chosen as 

candidates (their releaser holds), the “Bark” rule has a chance of 25% and the 

“Random run” rule has a chance of 75% to be chosen. 

4.6   Rule formalism revised 

Based upon the observed problems of ASM, we propose an update on the rule 

formalism. 
A reactive plan is a set of rules, where a rule is a tuple 

{ prio, w, cond, action, flags, sticky timeout, fails, successes } 

 

 prio, cond and action semantics do not change  

 parameter w denotes the weight of the rule 

 parameter flags is composed of flags for interrupt-safe, releaser-safe 

and sticky rule boolean flag (it can also be used to store other flags) 

 parameter sticky timeout specifies, how long until the sticky-rule 

expires. (the timeout should be reset every time the rules releaser holds) 

 parameter fails/successes specified how many times a rule can 

fail/succeed in its execution. When the parameter reaches zero, the rule 

is disabled from further execution, until the plan is (hard) reset 



5   Related work 

We took the inspiration for our work from Bryson’s work on reactive plans [12, 19]. 

Our approach differs by the formalism extensions we use, because we aim to provide 

our agents with broader and more complex plans and behavior than Bryson. 

Similar work on complex agent behavior can be seen in game projects like Halo2© 

[20], where the work was aimed at the hierarchy structure containing static plans, 

where the main advantage is derived from the modularity of the hierarchy itself, with 

optimization for low memory consumption and large scale use (multiple agents) in 

mind. Our work is aimed at the single rule structure, where the plans are only vehicles 

for the rules and the overall hierarchy is static. Our rules can induce changes to the 

structure to a certain degree (fail/success propagation). 

The ABL [18] is aimed at specifying not only the agent’s behavior, but also on 

creating entire simulations with the agents embedded in a “reactive” scenario. We 

were inspired by some concepts employed within the ABL, but we are more 

concerned with the individual agent’s brain and improving the agent’s behavior 

believability to the human observer. 

6   Conclusion and Future work 

The tricks and hacks we presented in this paper should easily be implementable as 

extensions providing potentially powerful modification for the basic reactive planning 

concept. When properly used, they can provide more control and lead to better results 

in the context of an agent's behavior.  

The reactive rule extensions are backward compatible, so their use can be thought 

at a later point in a course teaching the VC basic topics like reactive planning, simply 

by extending the prior learned concepts. We intended to provide a set of useful 

techniques, which can aid the user when expressing his idea of the agent’s behavior 

with the computational complexity of the result in mind, to keep the timely fashion of 

reactive planning intact. 

We intend to implement the concepts presented in this paper into the Pogamut 

platform - to prove that these concepts can live up to their expectations and test them 

on competing agents in the domain of games like Unreal Tournament 2004 and other 

similar first person shooters. We already created a pilot prototype implementation 

[21] of these techniques to prove that they can be used and introduced into a reactive 

planner for a virtual character (e.g. a virtual lumberjack).  

To provide a more rigorous proof of the presented concepts, we tend to employ 

agents into a more complex environment (like UT2004) via the Pogamut platform. 

We intend to use the test-bed of scenarios that is being created at our laboratory, to let 

agents of various capabilities compete against each other in achieving various goals 

(e.g. speed, adaptability, believable behavior etc.). 
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